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The Spiders and the Web

T

he best and easiest thing to do in the
world is to make all people happy at
once. How could anyone be anything
but happy in the New
World, the Kingdom of
God, which is Utopia,
where there isn’t any
work to do, only creative
things like growing food
and building homes to
live in, with hotels to
stay at when on a vacation, opera houses where
the symphony orchestras
can play their music, the
ballet dancers can do
their thing, and singers
can sing, and it’s all
wonderful and magic? So
then, why is it all owned
by people who make big
money? Some of them
understand that this is
all part of Creation Universe – but the spiders who don’t understand have all of it rigged with
their use of money, and usury money is
the spider web.
The things that people are unhappy
about, which causes them to suffer financial losses and setbacks, or mental
and physical illnesses, are all caused by
false economics, false governments and
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false religions. The thing that we must
do now, since the great Armageddon is
happening and the Socialist Muslims are
making war on the Capitalist Christians
and vice versa, is to get the Creation's
“World Wide Work Stoppage/Karma Yo-

¨ www.galactic.org
means that all the people (souls in body
vehicles) come to live in the blissfulness
of giving and receiving, thereby getting
out of this Capitalistic rat race that has
changed the world money from a medium of exchange over to usury. Yet Creation is not going to do
it alone. It is going to do
it through us, the Elohim, and through all
people, putting their
bodies, minds and souls
into righteousness
through right-use-ness
of all material things.
This changeover in
how money was regulated happened in recent
history in 1913, during
Christmas when most of
the Senate and Congress
people were at home for
the holidays. Thus, the
FRS banks came into
America, fooling the
people with the word
“Federal” – and now the
whole world is under usury money, including Osama bin Laden of the Taliban
and Al Qaeda, who was made rich by
usury money over the years, inheriting a
fortune from his Saudi father, the
builder who invested wisely all over the
Middle East and in Europe. And so like
attracts like, and bin Laden attracted his
nemesis in George Bush Jr., the
¨
© Billions for the Bankers, Debt for the People.

The following is our second excerpt from
The Everlasting Gospel – Vol. 2,
channeled through Allen Michael.
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ga Exercise” going, which will stop all
the unnecessary killing.
We can’t blame Creation Universe
for the things that happened in this solar system which brought it to ruin and
caused all this trouble here, and now the
time has finally come when the Creation can restore Its full power here
through Its great Universal Mind, which
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¨ president of America, who can, if he
tries, restore the Kingdom of God to the
workers of the world, as it is declared in
the Bible.
Anyone can be in meditation with
the Creator of the Universe like I am. I
am enabled to write down the things the
Universal Intelligence is saying in my
head, so that the people of earth can
have a new world, called Placentia,
where money isn’t used, and there is no
work to do, only joyous creativity.
Work is only work when the workers have to work for money. Now the
workers of the world can bring the end
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to their slavery by getting organized to
stop all work, so they can be co-creators
instead of enslaved workers who to survive do millions of things for money
that are squandering natural resources,
further polluting the air and causing
people to become sick and injured and
suffer pain. All of this has been created
by the usury money system (money
with interest attached) coming into
America in 1913, “taking the highest
branch in the Cedar Tree” (Eze. 17:1-10),
and taking over “the young twigs,” the
youth, putting them into military uniforms and supplying them with
weapons to fight against the “enemy.”
But there isn’t any real enemy. If there
were it could only be the ones who say
there is an enemy.
The Satanic group believe they are
supposedly going to rule the world with
usury money until God sends Its angels
to defeat Satan and cast “him” into
chains. It’s too bad that the Bible was
cast in the concepts of good versus evil,
rather than presented in relativity. Creation Universe is the giver of all true
prophecy in the Bible, and the man-God
and man-Satan is the fiction of priests
who added their misunderstanding into
the Bible script. However, there is satanic power, and this planet’s aura and consciousness is full of it, in more ways
than one. Let’s face it, the old concept of
good versus evil isn’t true. You’ve been
fed a lie, and have been swallowing it for
a long, long time.
George W. is an important character
brought in by turning an election
around, where the fake Electoral College
and the less than “Supreme” Court
would choose the president of America
through a falsehood. So now America
rides on the Red Horse of the Apocalypse
and is “taking peace from the whole
world,” and George W. is right in there,
riding for all he’s worth, trying to bring
home a winner by whipping up a military victory against Islamic militants.
Since 9/11, when the terrorists, on their
mission, used big passenger jets to fly into the twin World Trade towers and the
American Pentagon, George has spent
about $300 billion on the American military operations against the Terrorists, and
many Americans feel it would have been
better to use the money for clothing and
food for the little children of Afgha-

nistan, to say nothing of the increasing
poverty and homelessness in the US.
There are over a billion starving and
homeless people on the planet, and this
isn’t because the Creation doesn’t grow
the healthy vital food and furnish clean
air, fertile soil, minerals, coal, oil, gas,
etc. The Creation does all these things
for the people on the planet, and still
the people buy and sell their daily bread
for secular profit instead of doing the
things that Jesus and many other
prophets have taught them about life.
Jesus’s main idea was for the people to
hold all things common and make distribution to one another according to
need (Acts 4:32-35). This is true Communism, so it doesn’t go over in Capitalism very well.
The Capitalists obviously are thinking of ways to get rich, thinking the
world is for making lots of money, like
those of Enron Corporation who became
brokers for electricity, which is like saying, “Oh, we of Enron, always making
an end run, distribute the electricity for
money, and soon the air, and as for
P.G. & E. – well, we sell it all to them.”
Now, Creation Universe operates the
whole Universe on cosmic thought-electricity, and It creates air around all Carlanon planets, like this one. However,
the jillions of planets that are in Normal
Universe are different. Life exists on the
inside of planets. Surprised? Like pumpkins, planets are all hollow and grow in
the great ethereal gardens of space,
sprouting out of thought-seeds in the
Mind of Uni God.
The Creation goes right on eternally
creating more suns and planets in space.
You’d believe that It would run out of
space. However, the Mind is Infinite.
Some people on earth think of space as
being empty because you can fly
through space with an airplane, or a
Galactic spaceship if you are of the
Galactic Elohim in our Immaculaceptor
Galaxy, who take care of certain solar
systems in which some microcosms in
body vehicles have gone astray by thinking that they have a body brain that can
think and have free will to do right or
wrong. All of this is an illusion. Space is
a field of conscious love-energy, radiating Life-energy and thought-force that
informs all creation, and all the creativity of us as microcosms that is inspired ¨
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tamira to bring the nations on Earth into social electricity so everyone would
understand the Creation’s part in returning them as microcosms back into Normal Universe by processing the negativity out of them. During the pyramid period of 400,000 years, some 16 billion microcosms were redeemed
out of the nearly 24 billion
microcosms lost in the solar catastrophe.
However, what we
might call the Sirens of
Ulysses called some people
to leave the communal
communities and venture
out into nature, where at
that time there were only
three dimensions of consciousness that supported
the vegetation and animal
kingdom. But for those
who became hypnotized by
the thrill of nature, endless
Over 400,000 years ago, 12 Pyramid Temple Cities ringed
foliage, for example, and
our planet. Beings drawn away from the cities into the
the water channels like the
wilderness had to spend many more lifetimes on earth,
Nile Valley's tributaries,
evolving or devolving as they were able.
were tempted to venture
out into nature. Their soul, which was
Of course the man-God concept
being realigned, of course, went with
came about on earth after the period of
the pyramid temple communities ended. them. As a consequence of this they
have had to go through many thousands
Twelve of them were built in the warm
of years in bodies born of woman, being
climates around the belt of the planet.
born and dying, and between lifetimes
They were electrified and filled with the
going to the etheric ashrams in the
Creation’s Spirit by the Alpha, Beta and
Heavenly Abode which the Creation has
Gamma pyramids built at Giza and on
established in the aura of this planet.
the other side of the planet at Teotehuacon in what is now called Mexico, where Some people actually feel that they
would like to die and stay dead, but the
their kind of pyramid stored the CreCreation Universe only has life. The
ation’s power like a battery.
man-God concept that got into the Bible
Even later on Tesla was sent from
has a great judgment day in which the
the Galactic Elohim headquarters at Albelievers are taken to heaven and the
non-believers are cast into hell; this false
kind of God reflects people's ignorance.
After a rest and educational stay in the
Heavenly Abode, the soul would reincaris the Galactic Channel for this planetary transformanate, picking up where it had left off,
tion taking place now. He is the founder of the One
but with more awareness.
World Family Commune and the Universal Industrial
Now in Earth education they have
Church. We recognize him to be the Comforter prophethe
story
of the Neanderthal man and
sied to come at this time in St. John 14:16 & 26, & 16:7-13.
his
wearing
of animal skins with fur on
Allen Michael has channeled a World Master Plan
them
to
keep
warm. So they teach that
from the Godmind, which gives the way to end the
this
is
the
evolution
of the human
usury money system through a non-violent World Wide
species,
and
you
can
get your degree in
Work Stoppage/Karma Yoga Exercise and the 30/30 Plan.
it
at
the
University.
Now
in the end of
If you’d like more information and/or to take part in this great world transthis
world
the
way
it
is,
supposedly
in
formation plan, contact us. (See pages 1 or 5 for contact information.)
evolution, the politicians spend more ¨

in our life.
Satanic power builds simply from
negated thought propagated through
the words that people think and speak,
when they speak sentences like Bush
does, that are of the antithesis, and
those like Clinton spoke, which are
more the thesis of life, but in truth, both
sides are out of balance. It’s the same duality with Bush and Saddam Hussein,
who are both in error, as are bin Laden
and Sharon.
Let me introduce the Dragon and
the Beast to you. John tells of these in
Revelation 13:4, saying that many people worship the Dragon, which is the
usury FRS bank. They have many people
of the world gambling to get rich,
“heads I win, tails you lose.” The Beast is
their satanic military and the CIA, who
will attack anyone who threatens their
evil empire.
This vacuum of evil couldn’t be on
the planet if the Americans had kept
their constitutional “free cash flow money,” that was only a medium of exchange, fulfilling the highest intentions
of their Founding Fathers. This nonusury money might have been funded
through the arrangement with
Napoleon to buy the territory from the
Mississippi River upward and beyond into the great plains and West of the country. The Louisiana Purchase for 8 million
dollars turned out to be the best buy for
the Jeffersonian USA at the time, and
Napoleon used this money to buy war
regalia and outfit his troops and pay
them a wage, etc.
This world is just made for surprises.
This is a Carlanon planet in a ruined solar system, and the Creation feels pretty

bad about having about 24 billion of Its
microcosms lost in a space warp, all because they got mixed up in their brain
and thought stream. For example, thinking that they were supposed to use labor
to build Cathedrals so the people could
worship their man-God.

Allen Michael
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¨ money on the military and policing
and prisons than they do on the people.
You can see why the Universe calls this
devolution.
In a way, it is too bad for the politicians that the World Wide Work Stoppage/Karma Yoga Exercise brings the end
of this old world the way it is now, with
a good half of the people starving and
many homeless. This shows the greed
and vanity of the politicians. In elections, the people think that they are voting for the cream of the crop, and that
they will see the things that are wrong
and change them. What they get are the
bottom of the barrel, the blind leading
the blind, and they all fall in the ditch.
The people never were to work for
money. Money was only to be a medium of exchange which all people would
have. The greedy selfish ones actually
count the money and have banks that
keep big bank accounts as well as small
ones. Banks were never to be part of the
people’s money. The banks only show
how the money changers are controlling
all the people with usury money.
But still the omnipresent Creation
Being operates Its Creation; no one
knows how It does it, but it’s easy to see
that sunflowers have bright yellow
petals, and in their centers are the sunflower seeds that are healthy to eat and
each seed can grow a whole tall plant
with thousands of more seeds.
We can see the spiders in nature
spinning their webs on this planet, like
the money changers catch people in the
usury game, and these kinds of things

have evolved out of consciousness that
is get for self first. Of course, that is the
wrong way to run a business, and some
of the old timers who operate the big department stores know this, and they
dream that the world could stop using
money and make all things free.
In this Everlasting Gospel, Creation
Universe is using this hand to write
these channelings the way the verses of
the Bible are supposed to read. They
have been changed by the editors of the
King James Bible. The politicians certainly didn’t want a Bible that would interfere with business-as-usual, where people are buying and selling the Creation’s
things. This is the way things would be
on a Carlanon planet where the Galactic
Elohim, the 144,000 of Revelation 14:16, have now brought forth this Everlasting Gospel “to preach unto them that
dwell on the earth,” whose name we
change to Placentia, planet of plenty
and rebirth.
You can see the supreme advantage
of changing the name of the earth to
Placentia, because then everyone starts
talking about a new world which doesn’t
use money and in which the Capitalists
can no longer hire workers because the
workers have ended their slavery by
stopping work and starting creativity.
There is no need for hard feelings.
The world has had to be as it has been
at every minute, because what people
say and do is recorded in the planet’s
aura, and it plays back animating their
bodies and souls, determining their reactions to events in their life according
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to the status quo.
On earth there would be a status
quo because it’s a healing planet for microcosms who fell out of the Universe.
This happened six million years ago
when the solar catastrophe occurred because enough beings (souls in body vehicles) started thinking, instead of simply
being in all-knowing. Thinking is the
oldest addiction in the Universe, which
pops up here and there in people who
want to be independent gods. There is a
center to the Universe made up of Gods
or Angels, and we all are one with Creation in every way. Our consciousness
and thought is of the Universal Mind.
John of Revelation uses that kind of angelic thought.
We who are channels of the Creation Universe just write down the
thoughts coming into our mind, and
we’re not thinking them. We are in the
Knowing Synthesis, which is direct Realization, filled with richly creative
thought. To think we would have to
have a brain that can think. No telling
what we would think up if we were
taught to think, instead of learning
through the actual doing of things that
are related to life in the Normal Universe, where there is no war, crime, disease, poverty or mortal death, only the
blissful synthesis thought. So then, all
the capitalistic antithesis and socialistic
thesis is just yin and yang, as a Chinese
woman would say. The Chinese man
lives by eight symbols that are all of the
synthesis, where the Christian Bible has
commandments that tell what we
shouldn’t do.
The earth is a Carlanon planet in a
solar system ruined by thinking – people
thinking that they had a brain that
could think and that they had free will
to think up their life in any way they
chose. But by adding one thought unto
the thing, you can’t add a synthesis
thought. The thought that isn’t satanic
still grows beautiful flowers that radiate
in magic colors and exotic perfumes.
Talk about natural food, we receive a watermelon and cool it with ice, and the
family and friends have that wonderful
fruit to share, that is healthy to eat as
well. I remember these things at the
Hancock County Fair that took place
every year in Britt, Iowa, when I was a
teenager.
¨
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Now by saying I, I’m not referring to
my body, because I am the eternal soul
in the body, and I was just as cosmically
enlightened then as “I AM” now. Then,
a soul mate of mine inhabited the body,
and in 1947 I entered the body. You
might say there are two parts of myself,
which aren’t yin and yang, for we are of

oneness. Yin and yang are the Creation's
relative opposites, that come together in
the three-in-one, alpha, beta and gamma
synthesis. This is not in the King James
Bible, but instead the Ten Commandments has been substituted, telling people what they shouldn’t do, and when
they read them and speak them, then
they are recorded in the earth’s akashic
records and play back in us as fear instead of understanding.
Everyone who is reading this New
World Bible, can know that the beginning of this third millennium was the
start of the 1290 + 1335 days of Daniel’s
prophecy about Michael’s stand with the
holy people (Daniel 12:1-13). I am that
Michael, the one who delivers the souls
in body vehicles into a spic and span
New World Utopia, that doesn’t use
money and doesn’t need laws, judges,
prisons or the military. The holy people
are the wheat, separated from the chaff.
The chaff are those who instigate and
fight wars, who remain here after the
karmic cleansing to build the new world.
In the Universe it’s all one big happy family of the Creation, which the
earth entities have been away from for a
while, but now we have Bill Gates of Microsoft, along with many others like
Steve Jobs of Apple Computer, and Larry
Ellison of Oracle. They opened the
GATE, and Jobs ate a macintosh apple
and found it very tasty.
The Adam and Eve story is fiction
that was needed for a while until Galac-

tic Causation spaceships began appearing on the New Placentia, planet of
plenty of good things for everyone. You
can see how necessary it is to change the
name of this planet, which has been the
old ugh, ugh dirt planet earth, but now
it’s Placentia. So we give up all talking
about the old earth, which has a history
of war, poverty, plagues,
much mortal suffering,
and even earthquakes and
volcanoes, all of which are
caused by the build up of
Satanic Power in the
earth’s old aura. But now
the Creation will clean out
the planet’s aura.
This means the utter,
final end to the whole evil
system of usury vandalism.
The Universe gave money
atonement knowing what it wrought in
spurring a civilization to grow in spite of
itself, and It gave nuclear atonement to
end it.
This is why the Creation has led the
evil doers into temptation to make nuclear weapons, which It can use right
now, sending them into the astral plane
around the planet and adding the catalyst unto those that cause the nuclear
explosions, and this will take out of the
planet’s aura all the satanic power
(negated energy) that was in it. The
Galactic Elohim have the power to do
this in a way where there is no radioactive fall-out, and no bodies are harmed.
Now isn’t this just sweet? Who else
but Creation could come up with a solution to end satanic power and give the
planet a new name, Placentia, and bring
freedom to the creative workers of the
world who had been slaves of the artificial rich. As we see now, the multi-millionaires get the workers to come and
build their mansions, and the workers
work for a wage during this time of reconstruction that has been taking place
for 20,000 years, since some souls ventured out into nature. Now 20,000 years
later, they have arrived at the end of
their long struggle, but not yet having
the understanding that this Universe is a
Creation Universe that doesn’t use money. Money is only used as an incentive
to get people to start doing love services
for everyone, and in this all people finally love themselves again.ô
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Separating the Wheat from the Chaff
by Beldon Gelff

weapon, itself. The operator records and
re-records the destructive purposes of
the weapon until the operator and the
weapon become one. Because the world
is divided against itself in the false belief

invaded Iraq, to begin the last part of Armaggedon-World War III. What’s the
he idea of separating the wheat from
matter,
people, haven’t you had enough
the chaff has been kicking about in
of
this
stupidity?!
You had World War I,
the Bible for quite a while, but it is releWar
II,
Korean
War, Vietnam War,
World
vant right now. What it means in terms
Gulf
War,
the
recent
Afghanistan
of spiritual/scientific understanding
War,
and
now,
the
Bush,
Inc. olibased on the channeled messages of
War
to
get
Saddam!
When is
garchy
elect masters who have been around
enough,
enough?
on this planet for 6 million years,
The main issue of the Universal
since this solar system short-circuitSoldier
is not to “do or die,” but to
ed, creating a solar catastrophe – is
“reason
why.” The soldiers must exexplained in the Everlasting Gospel:
ercise
their
right to freedom of
The New World Bible.
speech
and
form a union, where
Now, with this planet becoming
they
decide
whether or not they go
a heaven on earth, all people must
to
war,
thereby
taking the army
be synchronized to the great changes The New Age spiritual revolution of the people brings
away
from
the
nations.
When the
coming about. Changes like ending vital creativity and social living to everyone. All armies
soldiers
around
the
world
hear of
the military and disarming the nadisarm and unite into a World Peace Corps whose first
this
on
the
real
news,
all
will
lay
tions, as the military industrial com- mission is using all necessary resources to alleviate
down
their
arms,
relieved
of
the
hunger, poverty and disease among people everywhere.
plex (“the beast”) is totally dismanfear of being invaded or invading
tled. The end of the money system,
of
fundamental
inadequacy
(not
enough
others.
replaced by a world based on a free givPeople all over the world, to enter
ing and receiving system. The end of the for everyone), nations will use their milithe
kingdom
of God, must use their scitary
to
gain
and
maintain
control
of
judiciary/penal system so no one is punence,
technology
and industry in first
world
natural
resources.
Under
such
ished anymore, but persons enter a syscause,
providing
food,
clothing, shelter,
consciousness,
weapons
operators
go
intem of objective healing and rehabilitacare,
transportation,
communications
to
battle
to
seek
and
destroy
the
desigtion. All new energy and transportation
and utilities for all the people on the
nated “enemy.” The recorded matter
systems replace those which are spoiling
planet on one high standard. This will
psychometry
of
satanic
force
in
the
our planetary eco-system and, of course,
eliminate the satanic consciousness that
weapon
takes
over
the
operator,
leading
the reconnection of this planet to the
goes forth to produce weaponry on this
opposing
forces
into
paranoid
self-derest of our galaxy. The Galactic Complanet.y
struction,
based
on
the
orders
of
the
mand has arrived!
chicken
hawks,
and
we
all
know
who
So, as you can see, any one of the
those players are.
above changes is a tall order, however,
So, when the Universal Mind directs One World
all and more must come to be in order
Family
the
Universal
Soldier to “come out of
for a heaven on earth (Kingdom of God)
Communal
her, my people, and do not partake of
to be fulfilled.
member
her plagues,” it means the soldiers are to
Now, let the reader consider a new
and karma
disobey the generals’ orders and go tell
term that really explains a great deal
yogi Beldon
the commander-in-chief that he’s a
Gelff speakabout men and machines. The term is
“moron!” Ha! Ha! Those who obey oring in the
“matter psychometry.” All the thoughts,
ders and self destruct are the “chaff,”
Eco-Village
words and deeds that go into building
at a recent
those who disobey man’s orders by
and operating a weapon go into the
Healthy &
“Thou
shall
not
order,
obeying
God’s
morphic resonance of formative causaHarmony
the
wheat.
kill,”
are
tion around the planet and are recorded
Festival.
20th
of
2003,
Amerika
On
January
in the matter psychometry of the
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